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The steady adjoint method is already efficiently and actively employed for gradient-based CFD opti-
mization problems in many industrial applications.3,8, 10,11,13 In almost all of those examples, the steady
state assumption is used in order to reduce the computational cost of the optimization. However, the
recent increase in the availability of compute power is currently leading to a paradigm shift: The use of
unsteady simulations in time scales compatible with industrial design cycles is now becoming feasible.

Especially in turbomachinery applications, where the flow is inherently unsteady due to the interac-
tion of stationary and rotating blade rows, unsteady simulations are necessary to avoid the simplifying
assumption of the so-called mixing plane coupling14,15 between blade rows. Instead, a sliding plane
coupling is used to increase the model accuracy.1,2

In order to enable efficient gradient-based optimization of these unsteady models, it is thus necessary
to develop an unsteady adjoint capability: The URANS flow equations are solved using a dual time-
stepping technique until a periodic solution is obtained. The objective function of interest is usually
defined as the mean of a scalar value of interest (for example the efficiency of the compressor or turbine
under consideration) over the period T of the periodic flow solution. The length of the period is defined
by the blade count of the blade rows and the rotational speed, from which the dominating frequencies
that occur in the model can be calculated. The approach described in this paper can also be applied
to non-periodic flows but for the scope of this work and without loss of generality, periodicity of the
solution is assumed. Storing the primal flow is essential, since the adjoint solver needs the primal flow
during the backwards-in-time marching of the adjoint solver. In the present paper, an overview of the
discrete unsteady adjoint method is presented. The final equations are derived and the connection with
the steady equations is discussed. Moreover, the additional disk-storage and time cost that is introduced
by the unsteadiness is evaluated. The method is applied to testcases to show its capability to enable the
efficient optimization of unsteady turbomachinery models.
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